We have analyzed the available data on pp → tt followed by the decays (t → bW + ,t →bW − ) which lead to e ± µ ∓ 2jets or l ± 4jets configurations, using a likelihood method we proposed earlier. The outcome is compared with the recent CDF analysis. In an appendix, we discuss the nature of the additional "slow" µ + observed in one CDF dilepton event, concluding that it is most probably a "tertiary lepton" resulting from the decay sequence b → c + hadrons, followed by c → sµ + ν.
INTRODUCTION
A major step forward in research on the top quark has recently been achieved by the CDF Collaboration [1] and the D0 Collaboration [2] . Both groups present evidence for the discovery of the heaviest quark. Previously CDF [3, 4] published some of the data on a number of top-antitop production and decay events [3, 4] . These data consist of seven single lepton events with four large p T jets (l ± 4j) and two opposite-sign dilepton events with two large p T jets (µ ± e ∓ 2j) 1 . Each of the former has one jet "tagged" as a likely b orb jet and passes the many different cuts designed to minimize the contribution from the extensive background [5] expected from "W + jets" Standard Model processes. The dilepton events are fewer, since hadronic decays predominate over leptonic decays for the W-boson; indeed, for 7 b-tagged l ± 4j events 2 , we would expect [6] about 7/(18 × 0.22) ≈ 1.8µ
± e ∓ 2j events, compatible with observation. The CDF analysis of the l ± 4j events follows established procedures from bubble chamber physics, except that energy measurements by calorimeter have much less percentage error than momentum measurements by magnetic fields. The CDF analysis of the µ ± e ∓ 2j events is only kinematical, based on whether the measured momenta satisfy a set of cuts deemed sufficient to remove all background. The formula for this rate as a function of top mass m t is then used to deduce a lower limit on m t . This procedure gives no weight to precise detailed features of the event and their relative probabilities, given our knowledge of the quark structure of protons and of the Electroweak decay amplitudes characteristic of the Standard Model, so well confirmed elsewhere today.
It appears worthwhile at present to make independent calculations from these and other data [7, 9, 10 ] by methods we have already described, as a contribution to the phenomenology of top quarks. This may also help us to assess the relative benefits of the various methods which have been proposed. Further, there are now four µ ± e ∓ 2j events available for analyses, and it will be valuable to compare the top mass estimates from them with those from the l ± 4j events. That the two groups of top mass estimates should be in agreement is a powerful test of the methods now being used for top mass 1 These last two events each have three jets, but the third jet has very high momentum with low p T and must be regarded as due to initial-state inner-bremsstrahlung. In both events the third jet happens to be associated with the antiproton (see Table I ). 2 The overall efficiency of b-tagging [4] is about 0.22 [9] .
determinations.
2 The Data and Analyses of "µ ± e ∓
2jets" events
Over several years, we [6, 11, 8] and K. Kondo, et.al . [12, 13] , independently, have developed a method for determining whether events of the type reported by the CDF and D0 Collaborations are consistent with the hypothesis p + p →t + t + other hadrons,
followed by
where
The procedure is to take the measured configuration of momenta for the final leptons and jets in a single event and to evaluate the probability P (m t ) that these production and decay processes could produce the observed configuration for an assumed value of the top quark mass. This evaluation takes into account each step in the processes (1) and (2): the parton content of the incoming proton and antiproton; the differential cross section for these partons q andq to produce thett pair; the decay probability for the top and antitop quarks to undergo the processes 2 and 4 respectively, with the angles observed in the t andt rest frames; and the probabilities for the W bosons to decay into the leptons or quark pairs as observed, retaining the spin and tensor polarization the W bosons have following t ort decay. We applied this procedure to the published dilepton event (which we refer to as CDF-1) from the 1988-89 run by CDF [7, 9] . The primary muon from this event did not go through the muon detector which was in place for that first run, but its muonic character was made quite clear by the evidence from its passage through an adjacent calorimeter. Since one of the acceptance criteria in that run was that the muon should identify itself by passing through the muon detector, CDF has rejected this event. To avoid such rejection in subsequent runs, CDF has elongated their muon detector, so that an event with the same configuration as CDF-1 would be accepted today. This rejection is undoubtedly sound practice when one is concerned with cross sections and relative rates, but our only concern here is whether or not this event is a satisfactory candidate for interpretation as an example of top-antitop production and decay. Our analysis of this event led to a somewhat low mass value, either 121 +18 −8 GeV or 131 +22 −12 GeV , depending on the details of the treatment of the transverse momentum distribution of the parton-antiparton pair which generates the final tt state. A similar calculation has been made independently by Kondo et al. [12, 13] , leading to a mass distribution P (m t ) almost identical with our distribution with a peak at 121 GeV . The D0 collaboration applied three modified versions of our method to their µe2jet candidate and obtained a probability distribution which peaks at 141 GeV , with half-maximum values at about 131 GeV and 165 GeV . The input data for this event are not known to us. The D0 detector does not have the capability to measure the charge sign for e ± but the charge sign for the muon can, in principle, be determined by the magnetic field in the muon detector.
The momentum data for the two µ ± e ∓ 2j events observed by CDF [3, 4] in their 1992-93 run, mentioned above, are given here in Table 1 in terms of Cartesian momenta. We have analysed these two events by the same procedure as we used [6, 11] for the CDF-1 event. In both cases jet 3 is neglected for the reason given in footnote 1. We assigned uncertainties to the jet transverse energies by an algorithm based on the σ E values presented by CDF for all their different energy jets, in the single lepton tt events 3 . A jet is paired with a lepton to determine a paraboloid of possible top momenta. The second jet is paired with the other lepton to form the paraboloid for the anti-top momenta. Assuming that the tt production occurs with small total transverse momentum, the transverse momentum of the top quark (for a definite mass value m t ) should nearly cancel the corresponding transverse momentum of the anti-top quark with the same mass m t . To allow for gluon bremsstrahlung, we took a gaussian distribution of values centered on zero, with a representative width of ρ = 0.1m t , to weight the probability of the pair of transverse momenta assigned to the t andt [6] . The resulting probability distributions are shown on Fig. 1 . In both cases, the assignment of jets to the b andb quarks is uniquely determined by this mass analysis. It happens that for event 41722/38382, jets 1 and 2 are necessarily b andb, respectively, and the same holds for event 41540/127085. The latter also has a secondary (slow) µ + lepton, which would routinely be assigned to theb jet, here jet 2. We discuss, in the Appendix, the possible interpretation for this additional lepton.
The probability distributions P (m t ) from these two new CDF events, shown in Fig. 1 , peak at 158 +7 −6 GeV for 41540/127085 and at 168 +24 −14 GeV for 47122/38382. These independent probability distributions are consistent with the production of top quarks with 158 +7 −6 GeV , as seen in Fig. 2 , where the two have been multiplied. The mass distributions for the CDF-1 and D0 events are appreciably lower in peak mass, but each has a very gradual falloff for higher mass values. The joint probability for all four dilepton events is displayed in Fig. 2 . It peaks at 156 +7 −6 GeV , since event 41540/127085 gives the narrowest distribution. This event also has the lowest likelihood; indeed, if ρ, the transverse momentum weighting parameter in eq.(3.21) of ref. [6] , is reduced from our adopted value of 0.1m t down to zero, the solution for this event ceases to exist. However, as things are, this joint probability P (m t ) has a convincing shape, although its absolute likelihood is very low 4 . It is still quite possible that not all of these events, or even any of them, are due to top-antitop production and decay. More candidate e ± µ ∓ 2j events are needed for study before we can conclude which of these events constitute a group of top-antitop events for a definite mass m t . As already discussed [5, 6] , there are non-top sources of background possible which may mimic real top-antitop events.
3 The Data on "l ± 4jets" events and Analysis Procedure
We now consider the single lepton events, with at least 4 jets, one of which is tagged as b orb quark. The momenta of the leptons and jets in the seven published events are given in Cartesian co-ordinates in Table 2 . The jet calorimeter energies are the "corrected values" quoted by CDF [4] in their Appendix A, following the calculated scatter plots given in their Fig. 57 ; they are the CDF estimates for the original parton energies, with well-defined statistical uncertainties. The C.M. energy for the two jets hypothesized to result from W decay is generally rather far from the well-known value [14] M W = 80.2(2) GeV , and this presents a problem. CDF uses a kinematic fitting procedure, established long ago [15] in bubble chamber work, to manipulate the already corrected transverse energies in order to reproduce the W mass value at the expense of a higher χ 2 . We do not use the resulting "best fit values" given by CDF, since we follow a different scheme of analysis [6] .
Our analysis of these l ± 4j events employs a simple extension of the method used above for dilepton events, which has been laid out in considerable detail in ref. [6] . We sketch it briefly here, for the case of a positively charged lepton l + ; the case for l − follows when every particle is replaced by its antiparticle and vice versa. One jet is chosen tentatively to be the b l jet associated 5 with l + and a kinematic paraboloid is formed, as before, leading to an ellipse in momentum space which includes all momenta t consistent with b l and l + , for an assumed mass m t . The other three jets are assumed to arise fromt decay where the resulting W − boson decays hadronically, thus:
The quark assumed to beb will be denoted 5 by b j . The experimental error distributions for these quark energies have been discussed in much detail by CDF [4] and we adopt the same algorithm that interpolates their σ E values as stated in footnote 3. A grid of momentum values (b,q 1 , q 2 ) is laid out and weighted by their probability values at each point, together with a probability weighting F W (q 1 , q 2 ) of Breit-Wigner form to emphasize those grid points at which (q 1 · q 2 ) is consistent with the W-boson mass. At each grid point, there is a definite momentum (t =b +q 1 + q 2 ) and deduced mass m t , and this point is then paired with the points on the t-ellipse for m t , which also have their weighting factors due to measurement errors. This product of probabilities is finally weighted by a Gaussian factor G[(t+t) T /ρ] to represent the effect of limited transverse momentum due to initial state gluon emission, the value 0.1m t being adopted for the parameter ρ. Contributions to the net probability for the top quark mass to lie within (m t , m t + ∆m t ) come from all grid points which lie within this band ∆m t , and are summed to give the net probability P (m t ) indicated by this event.
This probability has been computed for a definite assignment (b l ;q 1 , q 2 ,b j ) of the four jets. If none of the jets is b-tagged, then for an individual event distribution, we will still have to sum over all permutations of the jet assignments. If one jet is b-tagged by SVX, we shall generally not know whether is is a b-jet or ab-jet, and we shall then have to sum over the two possible assignments for a jet which may be due to b or tob. It is important to note that each jet is treated in an identical way, so that relative probability between different events and different interpretations can be compared. The probability distributions obtained in this way for each of the seven l ± 4j events are shown in Fig. 3 . In most, but not all, of the events, the combination of jets which has the largest integrated probability is the assignment chosen by CDF's method [4] . However, two exceptions to this observation will be mentioned below. The product of the independent probabilities for these seven l ± 4j events is plotted in Fig. 2 . Their net distribution peaks at m t = 172 +2 −4 GeV , in accord with the CDF group's conclusion for the same seven events.
How should we assess the significance of the integrated probability found for each of these events? They range from a maximum of roughly 8 × 10
for event 45880/31838 down to 5 × 10 −7 for event 43351/266423.
Our Analysis Procedure in the Light of a Monte Carlo Model for l4jets Events
To address this question of significance, we have carried out the same analysis procedure for a random sample of computer-generated events, a Monte-Carlo simulation based on tree-level QCD Feynman graphs for top-antitop production, followed by their decay into the final states l ± 4j. In this way, we generated 100,000 events for mass m t = 170 GeV , of which 38,394 passed all of the appropriate experimental cuts. Each event requires the specification of eleven variables, each arranged to vary over a finite range, and this finite 11-dimensional space was divided into a finite number of cells [16] . The procedure is iterative, based on a program by Ohnemus [17] . Each event had a weight, its fractional contribution to the total cross section. The first 20,000 events, randomly generated, led to a net weight in each cell, and a new set of variables were chosen, leading to a new set of cells, each with about the same net weight. This procedure was iterated five times, for each new set of 20,000 randomly-generated events. The distribution of the final 20,000 events in the 11-dimensional space is then expected to be much closer to the physical reality corresponding to this simple tree-level model, than that of the first 20,000 events. The improvement in each iteration can be tested, for example by comparing the total cross section calculated after each iteration with the directly calculated total cross section for this simple model, as given by Berends et.al. [5] . The weights are finally used to choose randomly a set of unweighted events to form a representative subsample [16] . The subsample we can analyse is necessary small, of order 100, since our analysis procedure is quite complicated and needs very considerable computer time. In the end, we chose a subsample of 105 events randomly, by the procedure just mentioned above, out of the 1,292 events which passed the experimental cuts, from the first 3,000 events of the last iteration. Our purpose is to compare the observed features of the candidate top-antitop events with the features predicted for these events by this simple QCD model.
Since these are MC events, we know which quarks are which. In analyzing each event, typical measurement errors are assumed for the lepton and the jets. We then use our analysis method to deduce the probability distribution P (m t ) from the event. The integrated probabilities, IP ≡ dm t P (m t ), and the m t values for the peak in the probability P (m t ) are shown in the "scatter plot" of Fig.4 . This shows that the analysis does reproduce the input mass rather well, but that there is a wide range in the IP values. We have plotted the distribution obtained for these IP values in Fig.5 , and note that they have a rather wide range. However, this exercise has given us some criterion for recognizing poor fits, when we come to consider the analysis of real events, and this was its purpose.
The Analysis of Seven l ± 4jets Events
Our analyses of the seven empirical events are summarized in Table 3 . Since these are tagged events, the tagged jet is likely to be either a b orb jet associated with the W that decayed either leptonically (the b l jet) or hadronically (the b j jet). For a given event, each assignment of jets to the t −t hypothesis in eqn(6) is analyzed independently, i.e. each particular choice of jets to correspond to the configuration (b l ; q 1 , q 2 , b j ), is analyzed separately. CDF has done such separate analyses as well. They assign the measured jets and the lepton to a configuration and determine the χ 2 per degree of freedom (there are 18 measurements -momenta, energies and angles, with 20 constraints) that that configuration satisfies the t −t hypothesis, based only on the jets' kinematics, without weighting by the probabilities for such kinematics.
All but two of the seven events give integrated probabilities between 4. with m t = 178 GeV for (2; 3, 4, 1) and 2.5 × 10 −4 with m t = 180 GeV for (2; 1, 4, 3). CDF's fit to the latter is for configuration (1; 3, 4, 2) with χ 2 = 2.2 and m t = 169(10) GeV ; we do have a fit in this configuration with peak at 168 GeV , but it has a low integrated probability, 6 × 10 −6 . The events 43090/47223 and 43351/266423 also give much lower integrated probabilities, 3 × 10 −6 and 5 × 10 −7 , respectively, and we are inclined to reject them as top candidates. The latter is a poor fit also in CDF's analysis, but CDF found the former to be acceptable. On the other hand, event 45610/139604 gives integrated probability 1.6 × 10 −4 with m t = 180 GeV in our analysis; the CDF analysis also found m t = 180(9) GeV but a poor χ 2 = 5.0. .
Summary of Conclusions
We may summarize our considerations as follows: 1) Our analysis of the seven l ± 4j events now known is in general accord with the CDF-analysis, especially with their mass estimate of about 175 GeV .
Two of the events have very low likelihoods in our analysis, while two of them have relatively large χ 2 in the CDF analysis, one event being rejected by both; four events stand firm in both analyses. The three events rejected may be due to background such as that originating from the processes W ± + 4jets with W ± → l ± , as discussed by Berends, et.al . [5] ,
(ii) The relative rate between l ± 4jet and e ± µ ∓ 2jet events must be considered. Accepting that four b-tagged events of the former class have been observed, we need to calculate the expected number of events of the latter class. This is a complicated calculation, which is sensitive to the precise cuts which are imposed and which we do not attempt to carry out here. The efficiencies depend on whether the lepton in question is an electron or a muon. The nature of the identification given by tagging is different for SVX and SLT. SVX does not distinguish b fromb, since it determines only the location of the secondary vertex, while SLT does not give the location of the vertex but does distinguish between b andb. Since the c-quark decay lifetime is shorter than that for the b-quark, there should frequently be seen a tertiary vertex arising from c decay, not far from a secondary b-vertex.
iii) Finally, the peak mass m t appears to be systematically somewhat lower for e ± µ ∓ 2jet events than for l ± 4jet events, the former being 156(8) GeV , and the latter being 175(8) GeV , a separation of 19(11) GeV , although this is still a tolerable difference. We repeat that it is far from sure that all of the latter events are due to tt production and decay. However, to strengthen the lower mass value for the former, we can also consider the CDF event 45047/104393, which has a more natural identification with the dilepton variety. Assigning both leptons as "hard", rather than taking one as "soft", and combining two jets into a single jet, leads to a good fit as a tt event with m t = 136 +18 −14 , consistent with the generally lower masses for the dilepton candidates.
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APPENDIX
The CDF dilepton event 41540/127085 has a unique interpretation when analysed as µ + e − j(1)j(2), j(1) being identified as the b-jet and j(2) as thē b-jet (see Table 1 ). The jet j(3) is close to the initial direction, being most probably due to gluon bremsstrahlung. The event has a third lepton, a "slow" µ + of energy 8.9 GeV . The routine choice of associating this lepton with theb jet is not convincing since its largest momentum component, p x (µ + ) = 8.7 GeV , is oppositely directed to the largest component of the jet 2 momentum, p x = −50.0 GeV . It is much more plausible that the slow µ + is associated with jet 1, since its momentum is almost parallel with the momentum of jet 1, and in the same direction; its momentum p ⊥ , transverse to jet 1 is only about 0.6 GeV /c. The sequence of quark processes which lead to the emission of a tertiary µ + lepton, (a) with, and (b) without, a secondary µ − lepton, are as follows:
the W's in (8), (9) and (10) being necessarily virtual, of course. The net process for the event 41540/127085 would be the consequence of (7), (9) and (10), thus:
To orient ourselves concerning the final states, we have made some simple model calculations for the momentum distributions for a secondary lepton l 2 , or for a tertiary lepton l 3 , appropriate for an initial b−jet with momentum about 130 GeV /c. We adopted the fragmentation function of Peterson et.al. [18] , with the parameter ǫ Q = (0.49)/m 2 Q GeV −2 , where m Q denotes the appropriate heavy quark mass. In the first step, the b-quark generally undergoes hadronization to a final ground state meson B − , together with some number of light mesons; we neglect explicit mention of hadronization to Λ b baryons, since such final states contribute much less and do not affect the over-all conclusions. Using the standard model expression for the momentum distribution of the lepton resulting from b → cl 2 ν l in the B-meson rest frame, we obtain the l − 2 momentum distribution in the lab frame by integrating this distribution over the B-momentum distribution given by the fragmentation function. The resulting energy distribution for secondary leptons is given in Fig.6(a) . We note that these energies run up to very large values. The mean l − 2 energy is ≈ 33 GeV /c and 50% of the leptons have energy greater than 29 GeV . The distribution for p ⊥ , the secondary muon momentum transverse to the B-momentum, is given in Fig.7(a) , although we must note that the B-momentum is affected by the gluons and light mesons emitted so that it differs a little from the b−jet axis observed. The most probable value for p ⊥ (l 2 ) is 1.4 GeV /c; its median value is 1.35 GeV /c. For 90% of the secondary leptons, p ⊥ (l 2 ) exceeds 0.6 GeV /c; 70% of them have p ⊥ (l 2 ) ≥ 1 GeV /c. For tertiary leptons, we must first carry out the same calculation for the lab momentum distribution of the c-quarks from the b-jet. Naturally, this distribution is quite different from that for the secondary leptons, because of the large mass value for the c-quark. The lab energy distribution for the l Fig.6(b) . We note that these energies are much less than those for secondary leptons but their distribution is very asymmetric; their peak value is ≈ 0.5 GeV , while their median value is ≈ 5 GeV . Above 1 GeV , the distribution falls gradually with increasing energy E(l 3 ), by a factor of 3 from 5 to 15 GeV, and then faster beyond; 25% of the tertiary leptons have E(l 3 ) ≥ 10 GeV , but only 9% have energies exceeding 15 GeV . The distribution for the transverse momentum p ⊥ (l 3 ) is shown on Fig.7(b) .
It peaks at 0.35 GeV /c and is a little asymmetric; about 30% of the events have p ⊥ (l 3 ) ≥ 0.6 GeV /c, about 5% have p ⊥ (l 3 ) ≥ 1.0 GeV /c.
We now return to the consideration of event CDF-41540/127085. That the "slow" µ + lepton is associated with jet 1 is supported by a close examination of the event shown in Fig.10 and Table VII of the CDF paper [4] . There is a displaced vertex shown in the SVX detector, atr = 0.33 cm from the origin of the event. Comparison of the φ distribution in their Fig.10(b) with the entry in their Table VII shows us that the secondary vertex shown is associated with the b-jet (jet 1). We are not told where the 8.9 GeV /c µ + emerged. The two most immediate possibilities are:
(T 1 ) the displaced vertex is a non-leptonic b-decay, the ratior/d B being 0.26, whered B = γ B cτ B is the mean distance of travel by the b-quark before decay, γ B m B = 131 GeV /c, and τ B being the B-meson lifetime. The resulting c-quark then undergoes decay c → sµ + ν µ , leading to a "slow" µ + which is tertiary. The chance that this c-decay occurs outside the SVX region is about
Taking γ D to have value about the same as γ B , we then haved D about 0.37 cm, which gives the chance of the c-quark escaping without detection to be about 40%.
(T 2 ) The vertex observed is a tertiary decay, the slow µ + being one of the tracks observed (whether or not it is identified) and coming from the transition c → sµ + ν µ . The only question is "where is the b-quark decay vertex?" To give rise to what is observed, there should then be a b nonleptonic vertex between the origin and the displaced vertex, but perhaps so close to the tertiary vertex, in view of the rapidity of c-decay relative to bdecay, that it may be difficult to separate the two vertices. Also, in this case, there should necessarily be a µ + emitted from the displaced vertex, although there is no clear record of this µ + in the SVX data. It is difficult to estimate the probability for this outcome, without more detailed information. A much closer examination of the SVX data on this event is needed.
Such tertiary leptons will not be rare. The branching fraction (BF) for all leptonic modes is known [14] to be about 21.0(4)% for the b quark and about 23(3)%, on average, for the c quark 6 , assuming that the configurations 6 For the D mesons, the BF's are 34.4(38)% for D + and 17.7(24)% for D 0 . From their known lifetimes their leptonic decay rates are therefore 3.3(4) × 10 11 s −1 and 4.3(7) × 10 11 s −1 , respectively, in fair agreement with each other. The well known inequality between their total decay rates (and therefore between their leptonic BF's) is due to a suppression of the non-leptonic decay modes of D + relative to those for the D 0 .
(ūc), (dc) and (sc) are produced equally often. Neglecting corrections for the efficiencies for detecting SLT's, generally stated to be about 30% but which may be substantially lower than this for the detection of tertiary leptons, we may estimate that the frequency of tertiary leptons without any secondary lepton is comparable with the frequency of secondary leptons without any tertiary lepton. However, there is an alternative interpretation possible for the "slow" From data on b-jet development following the much studied process Z 0 → bb, it is known that the secondary µ + 's from this source have an intensity 13% of the total from the secondary (µ + + µ − ) leptons from the initial b-quark. These secondary µ + 's from mixing will have the same energy spectrum as the µ − secondary leptons from all three kinds of final B-meson, which we have estimated from our model calculation to have the form shown in Fig.6(a) , a spectrum much harder than our estimate for the tertiary µ + spectrum, given in Fig.6(b) .
We may now use these calculated probabilities curves to assess the relative likelihood of the two hypotheses, T and S, just discussed above.
(S) b →b →cl + and b → cl − . As noted above, it is known [14] that the rate for l + is ǫ = 0.13 times that for (l + + l − ) when the sum is over B 0 d and B 0 s mesons. We denote the distribution of the final secondary lepton by P 2 (E l ), shown in Fig.6(a) , and the distribution of the secondary lepton momentum transverse to the b-jet axis by Q 2 (p l⊥ ), shown in Fig.7(a) . From ref. [14] , we take B bl = 0.207 for the branching fraction (b → all l ± )/(all b decays). The net rate for l + , occuring as secondary leptons, is given by
per inital b quark.
However, it is leptonic BF's which are relevant for discussing the possibilities for tertiary leptons. The leptonic BF's are not known for D + s , only the upper limit, < 20%, but its total lifetime is within three standard deviations of that for D 0 .
(T) b → c → l + , with no secondary lepton. Here we ignore the SVX detector, i.e. we do not require the second decay to be visible within it. From ref. [14] , we take B cl = 0.34 as the branching fraction (c → all l ± )/(all c decays). The net rate for l + is now,
per initial b quark. For the event of interest, we have E µ = 8.9 GeV and p µ⊥ = 0.60 GeV /c. The interpretation S that the "slow" µ + lepton is due to (B 0 , B 0 ) mixing gives the rate per initial b quark as
With the tertiary interpretation T, we have the rate
Hence the calculations with our simple model for the decay sequences b → cl + ν and b → c → sl + ν indicate that the likelihood that this µ + is tertiary relative to the likelihood that it is secondary -but results from (B 0 , B 0 ) mixing -is 25:1. The main factor depressing the rate R S is the low value for ǫ; surprisingly, the observed values for E l and p l⊥ do not distinguish clearly between the possibilities S and T.
It is of interest to compare event 41540/127085 with those SLT l4jets events reported by CDF, which can be assigned uniquely and kinematically to secondary lepton emission. These are the events where the lepton charge has sign in accord with the decay b → cl −ν (orb →cl + ν, for events which stem fromt production and decay). We note that the primary lepton energies E 1l have a reasonable spread of energies, from 24.7 to 117.3 GeV , as shown in Tables 1 and 2 . The two energies E 1l in the dilepton events lie at energies in the range ≈ 30−70 GeV . The four "slow" leptons available have energies E 2l whcih range from 2.4 to 14.3 GeV , while the µ + energy in event 41540/127085 lies in the middle of this range. The same holds for its p l⊥ value. Since the bjet energy in this event has a surprisinglly large value, (E bj + E(SLT )) being ≈ 141 GeV (overlooking the unknown neutrino energy resulting from this bdecay), we might look instead at the weighted energies E(SLT )/(E(SLT ) + E bj ) and transverse momenta p l⊥ /(E(SLT ) + E bj ), listed in Table 4 . Even then, their values for 41540/127085 still lie within the ranges obtained for these parameters from the four l4jets events. None of these numbers mark out this SLT event as being obviously different from the other SLT events, except for the charge sign for the "slow" µ + and the magnitude of the ratio R T /R S discussed above.
Finally, we must compare these four SLT l4jets events with the calculated spectra for our simple (b → cl −ν ,b →cl + ν) model. Figure 6a shows that the median value predicted for secondary lepton energy E 2l lies at ≈ 30 GeV for the dilepton event 41540/127085, with 130 GeV for jet 1 lab energy E bj . The four SLT events have lower b-jet energies, ranging from 39 to 97 GeV . This does not effect the p l⊥ spectrum, but it alters the E 2l spectra. For each event the energy spectrum will depend on the boost from the decaying B rest frame to the lab frame (in which the B meson is a fragment of the b-jet). For the event with the lowest associated b-jet energy, event 43351, the corresponding spectrum will have a median of about 9 GeV , compared to the measured E 2l = 2.37 GeV . The median energy grows roughly linearly with jet energy, so the secondary lepton in each of these four events have generally lower energy, E 2l , than the predicted median. Three of these SLT events have p l⊥ values that lie below 0.5 GeV /c, whereas our model predicts its median to be ≈ 1.35 GeV /c. The accord of these data with our calculations is neither striking nor unfavourable. It may be that the cuts made on the data by the experimenters, aimed at picking out any background events, have a much larger effect on the predicted curves in Figs.6 and 7 than we have anticipated.
Double-tagging, the combination of the secondary vertex detector (SVX) and the obsevation of secondary leptons (SLT) together should provide a powerful means for interpretation of the nature of individual events, without a full dynamical analysis (which would at best be possible only rarely). The above analysis of event 41540/127085 illustrates this point quite strongly. 
FIGURE CAPTIONS
1. P(m t ) plots (not normalized) for the published dilepton events. 2. P(m t ) plots for the published events of type "l ± + 4jets" interpreted as examples of tt production and decay. 3. Combined P(m t ) plots for (i) the dilepton events, (ii) the "l ± + 4jets" events, and (iii) all of these events, taken together. 4. Scatter plot for "m t vs. Log.(integrated probablity)" for events generated by Monte Carlo calculations, using QCD tree graphs for m t = 170 GeV , using only the right final configurations in analysing 100 randomly chosen MC events. 
